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I. INTRODUCTION
There is currently a war being fought between a number of recording
companies and file-sharers. The weapons are both legal, including the 1996
World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO) Copyright Treaty1 and the
Digital Millennium Copyright Act (DMCA),2 and technological.3 It is impossible
to know with certainty which side will "win," but an analysis of this war is,
nonetheless, possible and useful. This Article thus begins by examining whether
copyright holders are likely to stop peer-to-peer (P2P) transfers. The Article then
questions whether they should try to do so in the first place (i.e., whether stopping
P2P would indeed be a "victory"). One related question is how much revenue
could be generated by licensing P2P file sharing, in particular compared to other
current and future sources of income? The Article then examines various
possible implementations of a licensed P2P environment, and considers both the
expansion of a licensed regime internationally and to media other than music.
On the question of the effectiveness of law and technology to stop P2P filesharing, the Article borrows the terminology suggested by Professor Lawrence
Lessig in Code and OtherLaws of Cyberpace,4 where he argues that the Internet is
governed by both legal and software code (which he termed "East Coast Code"
and "West Coast Code," respectively). This Article suggests that when the East
Coast (legal) Code is too far removed from a social norm empowered by
technology, West Coast code will tend to provide the technology to "fight" the
legal norm. Picture a triangle with, on one of its corners, Technology, on a
second corner, Regulation, and on the third, what I will loosely call the Market or,
more broadly perhaps User Demand. This triangle teaches that technology is not
part of the market. Technology reacts to market developments, but reciprocally,
the market responds to technological change. The developments in the area of
P2P provide a powerful illustration.
Music file-sharing started as a centralized system known as Napster. The
demise of Napster was made possible, in large part, precisely by its easily locatable
and controllable nature. There were after all only a few servers and their owner
and operators proved easy to target and shut down. Yet, exchanges of music files

' World Intellectual Property Organization Copyright Treaty, Dec. 20,1996, S. Treaty Doc. No.
105-17, 36 I.L.M. 65 [hereinafter WIPO Copyright Treaty].
2 Digital Millennium Copyright Act of 1998, Pub. L. No. 105-304, 112 Stat. 2860 (codified as
amended in scattered sections of 17 U.S.C.).
' See infra text accompanying note 59.
LAWRENCE L.SSIG, CODE AND OTHER LAWS OF CYBERSPACE 53 (1999); see also Tim Wu,

When Code Isn't Law, 89 VA. L. REv. 679 (2003).
' The broader applications of this thesis will be explored in an upcoming book entitled THE
TECHNOPOLICY EQUATION (forthcoming 2005).
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continued, and events since 2001 seem to beg the question whether the music
industry underestimated the strength of the demand for, and the societal role of,
file-sharing. Could it be that what some institutions wrongly perceived as simple
intellectual property theft-which should be fought in the same way as, say,
shoplifting-could also and simultaneously be portrayed as a new form of
interest-based social interaction? Used to a property-based worldview,6 the music
industry thought they could use self-help 7 technological protection measures to
restrict or prevent copying,8 add click-wrap contracts to eliminate any (waivable)
limitation or exception, including fair use,9 and conflate technological locks and
contractual restrictions with legal protection that make circumvention illegal.'0

Which Landes & Posner aptly summarize as follows:
The dynamic benefit of a property right is the incentive that possession of such
a right imparts to invest in the creation or improvement a resource in period 1
(for example, planting of a crop), given that no one else can appropriate the
resource in period 2 (harvest time). It enables people to reap where they have
sown. Without that prospect the incentive to sow is diminished.
01 INTLECIUAI,
WIIiI,\N M. LANDIFS & RICHAII) A. P( )SNPI,, THW ECoNOMIC SITcFUiRU
PROIZIPRTY L,\w 13 (2003). Others have argued that to achieve maximum social welfare and
optimize creativity (which requires the reuse of ideas and, at times, expressions ofprevious creators),
.
the right to exclude (but not necessarily to be compensated) should be limited. See LAwI1IRPN(I .
.
Lc1SsIj, THC FU'uiu op IDE.,S: THE FVI OF THI Ct)NIMMNNS IN A CONNIVICH'I) WORLD 145
(2002); see also Mark A. Lemley, Ex Ante versus Ex Post Justifications for Intellectual Property, UC
Berkeley Public Law Research Paper No. 144, availableathttp://papers.ssM.com/sol3/papers.cfm?
abstract__id=494424 (last visited Feb. 19, 2004).
7
R]t seems that DRMSs are also contributing to the undermining of the idea that
a contract is a text, separate from and accompanying some machine or
functionality. The DRMS is itself a machine or functionality, and it is not at all
clear whether to think of it as a contract; to me it seems like non-contractual
technological self-help.
Margaret-Jane Radin, OnineStandardiZation andthe Integration ofTextandMahbine,70 F)RDHANL. R..
1125,1142 (2002); see also Margaret-Jane Radin & Daniel Appleman, DoingBusiness in the DigitalEra."
Some Basic Issues, 570 PLI/Pat 51, 71-74 (1999).
' Because almost any use on the Internet involves some copying, these measures seemed to
have the potential to be extremely far-reaching.
Together with technology experts, the copyright industries have developed
secure packaging and delivery software designed to prevent purchasers and third
parties from making unauthorized uses of digital works. As envisioned by the
copyright industries, these "rights management systems" will be capable of
controlling, monitoring, and metering almost every conceivable use of a digital
work. This increased control, however, will allow copyright owners to
appropriate far more protection than copyright law now provides.
Julie E. Cohen & Dan Burk, Fair Use InfraslructureforR'ghts Management Systems, 15 HARV. J.L. &
TiwH. 41, 48 (2001).
I0 Though these two instruments use very different normative approaches, reference is made
here to the 1996 WIPO Copyright Treaty, 112 Star. 2860, and its U.S. implementation, part of the
Digital Millennium Copyright Act of 1998. Digital Millennium Copyright Act of 1998, Pub. L. No.
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Predictably (from the viewpoint of the "sharing as social norm" model), the
demand for sharing-not just of music-continued to grow among Internet
users. Technologists, working under West Coast Code, responded by creating a
new model we now call P2P, which empowered informal networks of file-sharers
to make music and other material available from and to millions of personal
computers (PCs) around the globe. There was no longer a central database that
the music industry could target. Again, quite predictably," in recent months the
industry targets changed. Individuals that plaintiffs sought to identify by serving
12
subpoenas on various Internet service providers (ISPs) are now the culprits.
If the above analysis of the interplay between technology, law and what can
broadly be referred to as the market is correct, then stopping P2P music filesharing is going to prove extremely difficult. The legal battles concerning the
validity of subpoenas are not over at the time of this writing. 3 But whatever the

105-304, 112 Star. 2860 (codified as amended in scattered sections of 17 U.S.C.).
n While the target changed, the mindset did not. Copyright owners still base their strategy on
the defense of their property. The question in the eyes of many users is whether owners still have
a "reasonable expectation of property" in the online environment.
12 Copyright rights were seldom used prior to the emergence of P2P against individual users.
Copyright was used as raw material for transactions among professionals (authors, publishers,
producers, distributors, etc.) or against commercial pirates. See Daniel Gervais & Alana Maurushat,
Fragmented Copyright, FragmentedManagement: Proposalsto Defrag CopyrightManagement, 2 CAN. J.L. &
TECH. 15-34 (2003), available at http://cilt.dal.cal/vol2_nol/indes.html.
13 This is true despite an interesting decision by the D.C. Court of Appeals basically stating that
the DMCA was "intended" to apply to a centralized model, not to P2P. See Recording Indus. Ass'n
ofAm., Inc. v. Verizon Internet Servs., Inc., 351 F.3d 1229,1238,69 U.S.P.Q.2d (BNA), 1075,107580 (D.C. Cir. 2003), which remarked:
The Congress had no reason to foresee the application of § 512(h) to P2P file
sharing, nor did they draft the DMCA broadly enough to reach the new
technology when it came along. Had the Congress been aware of P2P
technology, or anticipated its development, § 512(h) might have been drafted
more generally. Be that as it may, contrary to the RIAA's claim, nothing in the
legislative history supports the issuance of a § 512(h) subpoena to an ISP acting
as a conduit for P2P file sharing.
Many reports have shown that the Recording Industry Association of American (RIAA) lawsuits had
only a temporary effect on file-sharing. See, e.g., WIRED/Streaming Media Report, athttp://www.
wired.com/wired/archive/12.06/images/atlas-edia.pdf (last visited July 21, 2004). Computer
experts at the University of California recently published a detailed empirical study on P2P levels that
is original in the way that various parameters and metrics were used and cross-referenced. See
Thomas Karagiannis et al., Is P2P dying orjust biding? (2004), available at http://www.caida.org/
outreach/papers/2004/p2p-dying/p2p=dyingpdf. The authors reported that in contrast to previous
efforts they introduced two novel elements in their methodology. Id. First, they measured traffic
of all known popular P2P protocols. Id Second, they went beyond the "known port" limitation by
reverse engineering the protocols and identifying characteristic strings in the payload. Id They
found that, if measured accurately, P2P traffic never declined; indeed they never saw the proportion
of P2P traffic decrease over time in any of the data sources, and found that any change was an
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outcome, it is likely that if the music industry is (and it seems to be at least partly)
successful in its battle against individual Internet file-sharers, technology may
again rise to the challenge of facilitating file-sharing, perhaps in a way that makes
identification of individual file-sharers impossible.
Against this backdrop, as an observer of the evolution of the interplay
between law, technology and user demands, it seems fair to spend some time
examining the possibility that P2P is here to stay.14 By the same token, finding
solutions appropriate for all those involved in the creation, production,
dissemination and use of copyrighted material seems reasonable.
From the industry's viewpoint, the current situation is a gamble. It can
continue to try to stop P2P file-sharing, and indeed it may succeed. But if it fails,
wouldn't its best course of action be to license the sharing? The gamble is that
at some point, given the problems caused by the ongoing enforcement efforts,
both legal and technical,"5 transitioning might become very difficult. In addition,
there may be a significant amount of licensing revenue that the industry has left
on the proverbial table.
II. NAPSTER LESSONS: OF LOST BILLIONS & SOCIAL NORMS
A. NAPSTER DOLLARS

In its brief heyday, Napster had, according to some estimates, sixty million
registered users, 16 a vast majority of whom were located in the United States. In
those days (roughly 1999-2000), there were probably eighty to ninety million
people in the U.S. who could connect to the Internet. In other words, Napster
reached approximately two thirds of its total potential market, numbers most
marketing experts can only dream of. The music industry argued that it was

increase.
" In fact, P2P is increasingly used by businesses for their own purposes (as a data-sharing tool),
thus giving P2P a certain legitimacy. See Francis Chu, Semuity Tools Gain Iwportance as IM, P2P Use
Gmws, Nov. 10, 2003, available at http://www.eweek.com/article2/0,1759,1376348,00.asp. With
time, it is likely that once the content industry throws off the chains of its tightly controlled
distribution channels and its business models based on sales of physical carriers, P2P could become
a powerful distribution method with no need for centralized content databases. In other words, P2P
could be the ultimate celestial jukebox (possibly expanded to many different types of content). See
PAUl. GoinsIEDSIN, COIYRI;HT'S HIGHWAY: THu LAW AND LORE. O; COPYRIGHT IFROM
GU'1,NBI.R(; TO 'IHE CiE.]i'I'IAI.JUKI B()X (1994).
's See GoISTEIN, supra note 14; infra text accompanying note 80.
'( See Robert X. Cringely, Son ofNapster One PossibleFuturefora Music Business That Must Inevitab-y

Change, PBS Nu.ws,July 24, 2003, availableat http://www.pbs.org/cringely/pulpit/pulpit20030724.
html.
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losing sales of compact discs (CDs),' 7 even though empirical data concerning the
causality of the decline remains unclear and somewhat vague. Others argued that
lower sales were due, at least in part, to a variety of other factors, including lower
quality of new releases and the end of the vinyl-to-CD replacement market. 8
Some studies even showed an increase in sales following P2P availability. 9 It is
nonetheless fair to assume that, while the industry's data about the cause or causes
of the decline
are soft, a significant number of CD sales were lost to music
2
downloads.
Is it, however, the right question to ask? I suggest that one could examine
instead whether, in an industry that, in the United States, generates total sales of
approximately $12 billion per year,2' the use of all available legal weapons to shut

I?

This is not a first. The entertainment industry has consistently tried to limit end-users' ability

to use material by arguing that "unfared" use is unfair use. In a number of cases, compensation
systems were put in place and new business models emerged. Could this happen with P2P? For
example, the film industry has tried to have time-shifting of movies (and other television content)
declared "unfair use" under 17 U.S.C. 5 107, 160. Their attempts failed. See Sony Corp. of Am. v.
Universal City Studios, Inc., 464 U.S. 417 (1984). Movie rentals are now a major source of income
for the industry. Had time-shifting been banned, it is reasonable to assume that the installed base
of VCRs would have been minimal, thereby preventing the growth of this segment. Similarly, many
book and journal publishers were initially opposed to the introduction of photocopy machines in the
1970s. All or almost all publishers now license photocopying which has generated $107.3 million
of revenues in the U.S. in 2003, and $250 million worldwide in so-called reprography fees and levies.
That may not sound like a lot, but when one considers that it comes with no cost-of-sales, it is the
rough equivalent of (assuming profits of 10% of gross revenues) $2.5 billion in sales. CoiPitYI(;HT
CILARANCE CFENIITR, IN., 2003 RiEPORT "o Ri(;HTHoI.Ii.Rs (2003).
Interestingly, in a recent effort to increase sales, some companies lowered retail prices and
sales increased dramatically.
" SeeJeffrey Tucker, Books, Online and Off (Mar. 22, 2004), available at http://www.mises.org/
fullstory.asp?control=1473.
" According to the International Federation of the Phonographic Industry (IFPI) and other
sources, worldwide sales of recorded music fell by 10.9% in value and by 10.7% in units in the first
half of 2003. See Press Release, IFPI Global Sales of Recorded Music Down 10.9% in the First Half
of 2003, athttp://www.ifpi.org/site-content/press/20031001.html (last visited Sept. 27, 2004). In
2002, RIAA members reported CD sales in the U.S. of 12,044 billion, down 6.7% from 2001. See
Press Release, RIAA, 2002 Yearend Statistics, availabk at http://www.riaa.com/news/
marketingdata/pdf/year-end_2002.pdf (last visited Sept. 27,2004). Interestingly, according to the
IFPI, sales of pirate CDs rose by 14%, exceeding one billion units for in 2002-meaning that one
in three of all CDs sold worldwide is a fake-while the total value of the pirate music market,
including cassettes, was US $4.6 billion, up 7% on the previous year. Press Release, IFPI, Global
Sales of Pirate Music CDs Top 1 Billion, available at http://www.ifpi.org/site-contet/press/
20030710.hrml (last visited Sept. 27, 2004). "The figures mean that the global pirate music market,
at US $4.6 billion, is of greater value than the legitimate music market of every country in the world,
except the USA and Japan." Id
2' From $38 billion worldwide in 2001, see IFPI, MUs:: ONE O 'THE GRi AT' GI.OHAI.
INI)US''RIiS, athttp://www.ifpi.org/site-content/about/idustry.html (last visited Sept. 27,2004),
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down Napster 2 was in fact the optimal course of action. If one concludes that
this was not, what lessons could one draw from the mistakes that were made?
The following hypothesis is offered as a starting point to argue that using all
available legal weapons it was not the optimal course of action. What if Napster
users had been offered the possibility of continuing to share music for a modest
licensing fee of $5 per month?' What if forty million users (i.e., two-thirds of
Napster users, themselves approximately two-thirds 24 of all Internet users in the
United States at the time25) had signed up? Napster would have generated annual
licensing revenue of $2.4 billion.26 If applied to today's market, where it is
estimated that 180 million Americans have access to the Internet27 (i.e., double the
number of internet users in 2000), and applying the two-thirds ratio described
above (i.e. the number of total Internet users who wish to share music and the
number of that category who are willing to pay), Napster (and no doubt the
competitors it would have by now) would generate total gross licensing revenue,

the latest numbers show worldwide sales of $28.2 billion in 2003. See INFORMA MEDIA, G.OBAl.
MUSIC INDUSTRY, 3d ed. (Nov. 2003); see also supra note 20.
See, e.g., A&M Records, Inc. v. Napster, Inc., 284 F.3d 1091 (9th Cir. 2002).
23 This $5 level is not chosen at random. There is clearly an optimal price point, i.e., one that
accelerates adoption (or reduces the transition period) and generates maximum income. Available
data about music price points seem to corroborate the validity of the $5 level. See supra note 18.
2' According to Edison Media Research, the percentage of users (all users, not only those who
file-share) willing to pay for online access to music varies by age group as follows: 40% of the 12-17
age group; 48% of 18-24; 54% of 25-34 and 64/o of 35-44. The application of the combined twothird ratios leads to an overall result below 50%, thus in line with the above survey result, but again
tending to show that the numbers presented here may be on the low side. Id Interestingly,
according to version III of the survey, the percentage of users willing to pay significantly increased
between 2002 and 2003. EDIsON MED A iR.ARCIi, NN I'ONAI.RE.cORDBuY-RS SURV.Y III June
23, 2003) (on file with author). A Forrester research study published in March 2003 (on file with
author) showed that only 17% of the 10-24 age group, and a much lower percentage of older users
were completely opposed to paying for music downloads. In parallel, however, 60% of the 12-17
age group and 55% of the 18-24 did not see anything "wrong" with downloading music, thus
confirming the existence of a social norm. FORRI2'S'II'FR REISEAR(H SIUDY (Mar. 2003).
25Approximately ninety to ninety-five million according to INIERNET WORI.D STATS: USA(;F
AND POPUI.AIION STATISTICS, at http://www.intemetworldstats.com (last visited July 21, 2004).
26 40,000,000 x $5 x 12 = $2.4 billion. The number of paying file-sharers could be increased by
adding technological obstacles to file-sharing which then be removed or "filtered out" for those
paying the licensing fee.
27 Id According to Download.com, at http://www.download.com (last visited Nov. 5, 2004),
an estimated 135 million copies of Kazaa, 100 million copies of Morpheus and 35 million copies of
iMesh (i.e., a total of 270 million copies of file-sharing software) had been downloaded as of the end
of 2003; the volume on peer to peer networks was three to four billion music files traded per month;
and file sharing was growing quickly. The number of simultaneous users on Kazaa approximately
doubled from August 2002 to May 2003. Id KaZaa is the fifteenth most visited site on the Internet.
Id
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in the U.S. alone, of $4.8 billion per year.28 If those numbers are extrapolated to
the entire world, 29 file-sharing could easily have generated in licensing income
about the same as the industry's total 2000 U.S. CD sales revenues. 30 In any
reasonable scenario, those revenues would have more than made up for the decline
in CD sales, even if one accepts that such decline was entirely caused by online
music sharing.
To project worldwide revenues, one cannot simply extrapolate on the basis of
a $5 per month fee for the entire world. Economic conditions, as measured, for
example, in terms of Gross Domestic Product (GDP) per capita, vary greatly.
But neither can raw GDP differentials among countries or regions be used in a
linear fashion to compare countries or regions, for at least three reasons. First,
within a region some countries are likely to have much higher Internet
penetration-I assume that richer countries within a region will have higher
Internet penetration. Second, within a country, Internet usage may be more
prevalent in more affluent socio-economic circles, and county-wide GDP
measures on a per capita basis may thus be misleading.31 Third, the relative value
of music and Internet access may not be simply on a 1-to-1 basis compared with
other available goods or services. It is thus difficult to ascertain with any certainty
what Internet users would pay (per month) in each country and, a fortiori, region
of the world.
Based on standard microeconomic analysis, at a higher price, fewer users
would normally be willing to pay, but total revenues might still be higher than at
a lower fee paid by more users. It is thus difficult to precisely ascertain
appropriate price differentials, but reasonable estimates can be made. For the
purposes of the calculations below, I assumed that a better strategy is to get more
users to pay a fee, because presumably they are then "in the system" and it
becomes harder to go back to a "download for free" situation. To determine
what an acceptable fee might be on average by world region, I used median GDPs as
a starting point but "dampened" the numbers in light of the factors mentioned
above. I estimated, first, that if the $5 per month hypothesis is valid for the

28

180 x 2/3 x 2/3 x $5 x 12 = $4.8 billion. In 2000, the RIAA estimated its losses due to piracy

at a similar $5 billion per year. See SHAN HAM & ROBIRT D. ATKINSON, NAPSTER AND ONINE
'
PIRA(CY: THE NI..D TO RIVIS
HE DIGrIAI. MII.I.ENNI UM C)IPYRI(HT Aci", PRO();Iw.SsIvE
POLICY INSITUT. (Washington D.C., May 2000), available at www.ppionline.org/ppi-ci.cfm?
contentid=6468kmlgAreal0=1078Subsecid=126. The methodology was quite different however.
The market value of each copy was estimated at the full price of an equivalent legal (hard) copy. See

id.

29 See infra Table 2 and accompanying text.

", See supra note 20. It is worth noting that this "institution" is based on available data: poorer
regions, see infra, Table 1, do have much lower penetration rates.
, As income disparities increase, so does the importance of this factor.
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United States, then it would be reasonable to assume that Canadian and Western
European users would pay the same amount. With respect to users in Asia, Latin
America, the Caribbean and the Middle East, I estimated that they could (easily
in some cases) pay $1 per month and that users in Oceania could easily pay $2 per
month.32 In Africa, numbers are harder to average out given the huge disparities
on the Continent, but I suggest a monthly licensing fee of $0.50. Again, these fees
would be paid only among those with Internet access in each region, presumably
belonging to the more affluent "classes. 33 Because of contingencies and
anecdotal evidence, such as access through publicly available rather than privatelyowned PCs, the numbers for Africa, Asia, and Middle East were reduced by
twenty percent.
The results presented below are based on a determination of the number of
Internet users per region and economic projections that take account of all of the
above factors.
TABLE 1
WORLDWIDE Music DOWNLOAD SUBSCRIPTION REVENUE PROJECTIONS
World Regions
Internet
Music
Willing to
Amount
Total per year
usage (2004)
Sharers
pay (2/3) (per month
(2/3)
in USD)
Africa
12,253,300
8,172,951
5,451,358
$0.50
$26,166,520*
Asia
243,664,549 162,524,254 108,403,677
$1 $1,040,675,304*
Europe
222,043.768 148,103,193
98,784,830
$5 $5,927,089,794
iddle East
16,831,400 11,226,543
7,488,105
$1
$71,885,804*
North America 227,944,619 152,039,061 101,410,053
$5 $ 6,084,603,216
Latin America
51,181,736 34,138,218
22,770,191
$1
$ 273,242,296
/Caribbean
Oceania
15,981,423 10,659,609
7,109,959
$2
$ 170,639,023
1_
1_
1_
1TOTAL $13,594,301,951

* with the 20% discount contingency factored in.
Admittedly, the numbers used for these calculations are based on a set of
assumptions (all explained above) on which reasonable people can disagree.
However, I suggest that not only the basic thread of the analysis but also the
actual order of magnitudeis correct. If anything, given what so-called high-speed or
broadband Internet usage costs in the United States, Canada, Europe and the
richer Asian countries, many of the numbers used in the above calculations are
32 The numbers for Asia and especially Oceania are on the low side, because many users are
located in Australia, Japan and New Zealand, where the monthly fee could also be $5 per month.
33 The term is used here for the sake of convenience only, without any value judgment.
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probably on the low side. Still, they show potential licensing income of $13.9
34
billion per year with very low sales costs compared to physical CDs. Knowing
3
that CD sales are down but not by any means gone " or insignificant, most
36
reasonable observers would conclude that the industry's total revenues would
37
More
have increased significantly under a "licensed Napster" scenario.
importantly for users, the industry would also have responded adequately to the
changing sharing-based social norm that now prevails on the Internet.
Money was not the only element at stake. There would have been several
other real and tangible benefits for copyright holders in using a licensed
centralized model. First, because of its architecture, Napster could have provided
the industry with exact data about actual music use, a key element to compute the
payment and distribution of revenues to companies and artists for instance, and
also to refine marketing and other sales efforts. Second, the cost of sales would
have been much lower than that of retail-selling CDs. Instead, the industry chose
to "shoot the goose." By shutting down Napster, the industry closed the
potential data and revenue streams just described. But there were also other
significant impacts on the behavior of Internet users. Let me use an analogy with
tax compliance.
B. FILE-SHARING AND SOCIAL NORMS

In a paper published in 2000, Professor Eric Posner demonstrated the
importance for policy makers to take account of the social norm-legal norm
interface in the case of fiscal measures.3" According to Posner:
[O]ne of the interesting questions... is whether the government
can exploit social norms in a useful way. The motivation for this
inquiry is compelling: If people can be made to act properly
because of social norms, rather than because of fear of legal
sanction, then the desired behavior can be obtained at less cost.
Judges, lawyers, courthouses, and the rest of the apparatus of the
legal system are expensive. If people conformed to desirable social
norms, then these costs could be avoided.39

I.e., manufacturing, transporting and retail-selling of CDs, with the associated costs of returns,
overstock, etc.
s See supra note 20 and accompanying text.
36 Including CD sales and authorized (per song or per album) downloads and file sharing fees.
7 In which downloads and file-sharing would basically be conflated.
3' Eric A. Posner, Law andSodalNorms: The Case of Tax Compliance, 86 VA. L. REV. 1781 (2000).
39 Id at 1791; see also Edward Lee, Ruks and Slandards for Cyberspace, 77 NOi'iw D AmEiL. REv.

1275, 1294-95 (2002),
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Posner further believes that:
government action, and law generally, can be understood in two
ways. First, as noted above, compliance with the law, including tax
laws, might emerge as a signal that one belongs to the good type in
some communities, though in other communities it might not serve
as such a signal. This raises the question whether the government
can, by modifying tax law and enforcement, enhance desirable
signals or weaken undesirable signals. The government may
manipulate social norms, but from the outside, so to speak. 0
Posner then posits that by trusting citizens to pay their taxes, citizens are given
the opportunity to show that they belong to the category of "good" citizens.
There are two other categories, namely "marginal" and "deviant," to which one
may belong.4 2 The difference between the two is that "marginal members...
start obeying the law because the expected sanction rises above the benefit of the
illegal activity,""3 while deviants simply do not obey the law, or in Posner's terms,
"for people in deviant communities, tax payment is not a signal."44 The first
conclusion Posner draws is that the government can try to ride the social norm
wave by increasing its trust for citizens." Thus, it can increase the value of the
"good citizen" signal. The paradoxical and somewhat counterintuitive corollary
of Posner's conclusion is that by increasing enforcement of tax rules,
governments lower the social signaling effect of compliance.46
Respect for the law is a combination of the degree of internationalization of
the norm, external benefits of compliance (termed the signaling effect), and the
risk factor, which in turn is linked to the level of enforcement. Posner's work
demonstrates that the last two factors are interrelated, and that increasing
enforcement lowers the perceived benefit of compliance. Indeed, in a marginaltype environment, there may be a social stigma associated with compliance and,
conversely, an enhanced peer group status resulting from non-compliance. The
likelihood is increased when these groups see enforcement as unfair. The analysis
in this Article adds another, interconnected layer: When enforcement is perceived
as unfair not by a small marginal group but by a larger group, perhaps a majority,
the resulting rift between the legal norm and the social norm not only makes the
41

11Posner, supra note 38, at 1792.
Id
4_ Id at 1794.
41

43 Id at
44 Id at
4 Sede a
46

1791.
1795.

See id.
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benefit of compliance non-existent, it also tends to reduce greatly the degree of
internalization of the legal norm. Indeed, by enforcing such legal norms, respect
for the rule of law could be at stake.
If file-sharers do not see the benefit of compliance, they do see the cost: By
complying they lose the ability to use music in a way that seems natural to
Internet users. The Internet, after all, was originally meant as a tool designed
precisely for this purpose." The gap between the legal and the social norm means
that a large percentage of Internet users have not, and are unlikely to, internalize
the prohibition that the music industry is trying to enforce. When the "Posner
factor" is added to the equation, enforcement will actually further reduce the
perceived benefit of compliance. Put differently, compliance is dictated by an
analysis of the potential risks and costs of compliance versus non-compliance,
rather than by respect for the norm. Increasing enforcement may thus lower the
compliance threshold, thereby leading to a push for more enforcement, which in
turn lowers voluntary compliance rates and so on. The uncontextual enforcement
of legal norms at the expense of the relevant social norm leads to an inescapable
catch-22.
As bandwidth increases and as affinity-based ad hoc groups form over the
Internet and across national boundaries, trying to judicially enforce business
models based on the sale of silicon-based discs in plastic boxes will thus fail
because when a social norm adopted by a majority of the people concerned is far
removed from the legal norm, the majority becomes either deviant or marginal,
which is, semantically at least, a nonsensical result.4" "If law cannot be formal
rules, its people cannot be mere functionaries."'4 9
Howard Rheingold argues that sharing is more than just a socially acceptable
behavior; that it, in fact, has become the norm on the Internet."° It is part of a
broad and developing form of social interaction which he termed "adhocracies"

See infra note 50 and accompanying text.
While there will always be a market for CDs, it clearly cannot be the only method of access.
'9 MargaretJane Radin, Reconsidenng the Rule of Law, 69 B.U. L. REv. 781,819 (1989). One could
take this a step further. If social norm becomes a custom (and perhaps customs can be formed more
rapidly in the Internet age), then the instantiation of that custom becomes a valid basis for both the
development of the common law and, according to authors like Michael McConnell, the backdrop
for constitutionalism. See Michael W. McConnell, Tradion and ConstituionaismBefore the Constitution,
1998 U. Ii. L. RiFw. 173, 175 (stating an "approach to constitutional law based on long-standing
custom and national experience would have been natural and familiar to the framers of our
Constitution, and thus that it represents a legitimate way to read the language of the Constitution
from a linguistic and historical perspective"); see also Abner S. Greene, Government of the Good, 53
VAND. L. RrV. 1, 62-64 (2000).
5" HOWARD RHFINGOI .D, SMAR'I MOBS: THENiEXI SOCIAl. RFvOI UTION (2002); see also CASS
SUSTEIN, RipUBIC.CoM 103 (2001).
'v

"
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or, more eloquently perhaps, "smart mobs.""1 Internet users can use the Internet
to share the various facets of their lives with other people with, for example
similar tastes and political views. These can lead to informal yet powerful
networks of influence and new forms of lobbying. 2 These developments are
arguably still in their early stages in terms of replacing or complementing existing
channels of social interaction. The same cannot be said of music sharing, which
has become the main form of access to music for a great number of Internet
users.5 3 From this perspective, a legal norm such as the DMCA, whose purpose
was ostensibly to bring what is now mainstream behavior into the realm of formal
illegality.54 This change in the legal environment clashed head on with the social
norm at play 5 and, predictably, technology responded by making a new form of
music sharing possible, which could not be easily defeated because of its
decentralized nature. While Napster was essentially a database and a server which
could be physically shut down, P2P technology does not have a central command
point. Rather, it uses the main strength of the Internet and one of its original
design features,5 6 namely redundancy to the point of virtual indestructibility: there
is simply no central tap to close.
When West Coast code is brought into play, the picture takes on a much more
obstreperous hue. If a significant number or even a majority of technology users
s See Rheingold, supra note 50, at xviii, 51-61, and 80-82. Rheingold states:
Location-sensing wireless organizers, wireless networks, and community
supercomputing collectives all have on thing in common: They enable people
to act together in new ways and in situations where collective action was not
possible before. An unanticipated convergence of technologies is suggesting new
responses to civilization's founding question: How can competing individuals
learn to work cooperatively.
Id.
at xviii. Rheingold also discussed the "cornucopia of the commons" and the impact of the power
of the network, as described in Metcalfe's law and Reed's law (the latter showing a higher rate of
growth climb when nodes are added). Id
12 See ROBFRTWRIGHT, NONZERO: THELOGICOFHUMANDFIiNY 328-29 (2000) (discussing
new forms of social organization to influence political decision on topics such as global warming).
" See infra note 58.
5' Digital Millennium Copyright Act of 1998, Pub. L. No. 105-304, 112 Stat. 2860 (codified as
amended in scattered sections of 17 U.S.C.). Interestingly, the Court of Appeals for the Federal
Circuit decided in RLAA v. Verizon, 351 F.3d 1229,69 U.S.P.Q.2d (BNA) 1075 (D.C. Cir. 2003), that
certain provisions of the DMCA did not apply to P2P networks.
51 Or, more precisely, the range of social norms. SeeJOHN RAWI s, THE LAW OF PEOPLE2s 31

(1999).
6 The origins of the Internet began when the U.S. government initiated research to develop
packet-switching technology and communications networks, beginning with the ARPANET network
created by the Department of Defense's Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) in the
1960's. See Michael Hauben, History ofARPANET, Part I, available at http://www.dei.isep.ipp.pt/
docs/arpa-- .html (last visited Feb. 19,2004). One of the objectives was to create a resilient system.
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want to behave in a certain way and that behavior becomes part of the range of
acceptable social norms, then a demand exists, and it is likely that technology will
be created to empower the behavior in question. In other words, the existence
of a potential market motivates technologists to put the necessary tools at the
disposal of this market. If policymakers then want to outlaw this socially
acceptable, social behavior-and perhaps go further by trying to impose a
behavior that falls outside the range of acceptable social norms-they will not
generally be able to do so by simply declaring that the technology in question is
illegal. If policy makers insist on making illegal socially-acceptable conduct,
technology will adapt to the legal environment either by circumventing the legal
norm or by making enforcement either impossible or too costly. That technology
will often take the form of software easily available and accessible via the Internet.
Conversely, however, if the industry was able to impose on a majority of
Internet users a software lock that prevents file-sharing and the circumvention of
which was too difficult for most, they would dramatically reduce the benefits of
non-compliance and may be able to push file-sharers towards compliance and
commercial downloads. This explains the search for the silver bullet.5 7 But the
demand for file-sharing, supported by an equally strong social norm, also creates
a market for file-sharing tools that defeat technological locks. As a result, it is
unlikely that technological efforts to stop music file-sharing can succeed. They
are more likely to achieve an increase in the level of inconvenience, not of the
revenues of either artists or record companies.5"
The pattern of evolution of P2P tools thus far supports this conclusion:
When Napster was shut down, the market demand and the underlying sharingbased social norm was simply too strong, and peer-to-peer was born, in the form
of KaZaa, Grokster, and other "clients," or computer programs that, once
downloaded on a user's PC, allow her to share some of her computer's contents
(files) with other users of the same, or compatible software. Independent of what

5'

Cnet recently reported the increasing use of proxies to ensure the anonymity of file-sharers.

See John Borland, Coveting Tracks: New Privay HopeforP2P,CNET NEWs, Feb. 24,2004, at http://
news.com.com/2100-1027-5164413.html. Another example is programmer Wyatt Wasicek, creator
of a program, called AnonX, that masks the Internet address of people who use file-sharing
programs such as Kazaa. Wasicek promises not to divulge his 7,000 users' Internet addresses, and
believes he cannot be forced to do so. See http://www.usatoday.com/tech/webguide/music/200402-1 1-anonxx.htm; see Karagiannis et al., supra note 13. But in parallel, new technologies that
promise to stop P2P sharing of copyrighted material (such as Audible Magic) emerge, usually with
some concerns about privacy. See John Borland, Fie-swap 'killer'grabsattention, CNETr NEws, Mar.
3, 2004, athttp://news.com.com/2100-1025-3-5168505.btml.
" For an interesting cultural analysis of the phenomenon (beyond whether a social norm
reinforcing file-sharing exists), see SivA VAIF)HYANATHAN, TH .AN,\RCH [T.IN 'IHE LiBRARY: How
7
IHI CLASH BI,'pI'Wj.N FRI-TDOM AND C()NTROI. Is HACKIN(; 'I'H I. REAI.WoRI .D AND CRASHING
T'HE SYSuiE.M ch. 3, 7 (2004); see also supra note 26 and accompanying text.
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the outcome of challenges to subpoenas and lawsuits against ISPs and their
subscribers will be, 9 a dark, gloomy future is thus possible for the music industry:
A new form of P2P software that allows anonymous P2P, in a form that even if
legally bound to do so, would make it impossible for ISPs to disclose the identity
of file sharers because they themselves would not know.6" At the same time, the
tools have become less user-friendly.
C. THE FUTURE OF P2P

While the music industry could "tweak" or bend the social norm by asking for
a payment (as in the $5 per month example, supra), it cannot suppress it. Most
users do not perceive music downloads and sharing as wrong. Yet, a majority
would be willing to pay while a small minority is completely opposed to any form
of payment.6 If a voluntary payment system is put in place, there would still be
leakage and free-riding but, as demonstrated previously, even with thirty-three
percent leakage, the industry could increase total revenues significantly.6 2
Additionally, as demonstrated by the relative success of iTunes, the new Napster,
and others,63 it is still possible to get some sales revenues from the Internet,
though most probably never at the level that Napster and others could have

See general# supra note 13.
o See supra note 57 and accompanying text.
61 See supra note 24.
62See supra Part II.A.
63 See, e.g., iTunes.com, at http://www.itunes.com (last visited Feb. 26, 2004); Napster.com, at
51

http://www.napster.com (last visited Feb. 26, 2004); Rhapsody.com, at http://www.rapsody.com
(last visited Feb. 26, 2004); PureTracks.com, at http://www.puretracts.com (last visited Feb. 26,
2004). Apple estimates that iTunes could generate sales of $200 million in the U.S. alone (at a rate
of 2 to 2.5 million downloads per month), which is not bad for a service that competes with "free"
and has a smaller repertory than P2P (where almost anything can be found), all because certain
rightsholders are not willing to license any Internet use. The relative success of iTunes, which has
already sold more than 150 million songs, is a reflection of the somewhat counterintuitive business
models of the Intemet, and the perceived convenience of using the site, especially in relation to
Apple's iPod. Internet Weblogs (blogs) are full of commentary about this surprising success, which
is only surprising when one considers price. Convenience and being able to find music easily are
parts of iTunes' success. See, e.g., Posting of Brad Hutchings to EconLog (Sept. 6, 2003), at
http://econlog.econlib.org/archives/000235.html (emphasis added), which reads:
[H]ow do you explain the success of iTunes versus other contenders? The brand
value that Apple transferred to iTunes has surely run its initial course, and iTunes
is not capitalizing on iPod popularity on Windows yet. It does exactly the
opposite of what Sbirky says needs to happen, and it is wildly successful. Go
figure."
"Shirky" is a reference to Clay Shirky, the author of 'Fame vs. Fortune". MicropqymentsandFtneContent,
availableat http://www.shirky.com/writings/fame-vs-fortune.htrrl (last visited Oct. 26, 2004).
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attained.64 This may not be easy to achieve given that the music industry did not
make significant efforts to win friends among ISPs. In addition, it may never be
possible to get as good usage data as with a centralized system such as Napster.
But the bottom line is clear: efforts to enforce legal norms that clash so directly
with a strong social norm have cost the industry billions of dollars, in addition to
a high public relations price.6" Technology first circumvented the legal norm by
switching from a centralized database to P2P and may now make constitutionallyviable enforcement much more difficult by switching to anonymous P2P. IfISPs
cannot identify who is transmitting what on their networks, subpoenas will be
useless. The same technology may render technological tools, such as spiders,
inoperable.66 Will broad Internet "wiretap nets" be used in hopes of catching
some file-sharers? Would they work? Indeed, one could argue that, quite apart
from the obvious privacy issues, by pushing tens of millions of Internet users to
adopt ever more powerful anonymity technology that puts users beyond the reach
of the law, national security issues might arise if the technology is then used for
nefarious purposes.6"
The main Napster lesson is quite simple, yet very powerful: When technology
empowers a social norm, to remain effective, the legal code must remain within
the range of socially acceptable norms. It may be possible to push Internet users
towards a desired behavior within the range of acceptable social norms and
perhaps to slowly push the range of norms in a particular direction. But East
Coast code clearly outside the range often will fail because West Coast Code is
likely to allow circumvention or make enforcement next to impossible."

, For a discussion of this model, see infra Part III.

6s Much has been written about the RIAA's subpoenas and lawsuits. Comments by a number

of "profane" observers seem to confirm the "disconnect" between the legal norm and the social
norm involved. Ted Bridis, Music-Sharilg Subpoenas Target Parents,Rjm.DNOV,\ Niws, July 24, 2003,
athttp://www.rednova.com/news/stories/3/2003/07/24/storyOO3.html. This is true, albeit from
a more nuanced perspective of experts who admit that file-sharing is illegal but believe that other
legal and social "values" and rights should counterbalance the RIAA's tactics. See also Subpoena
Defense, at http:/ /www. subpoenadefense.org/.
66A spider is a computer program that "crawls" on the Internet to find or fetch web pages.
67 Another reason to bring P2P out of the shadows is that doing so would make it easier to
recommend safer solutions to users. The aura of illegality makes it much more difficult for
consumer groups and others to compare P2P providers, and this Article argues that trying to warn
against P2P as a whole will not work because of the strength of the underlying social norm. An
example of situations that may be more difficult to address because of the copyright infringement
question is that P2P technology is used to stalk younger users. SeeJessica Hemdon, Who's Watching
the Kids?--The Use o Peer-to-PearPrograms to Cyberstalk Children, 10 KIA.J.L. & Trx:H. 12 (2004).
6" See supra note 57 and accompanying text.
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III. TOWARDS A BUSINESS MODEL
The analysis and revenue projections in Part II demonstrated that, while there
may be cannibalization of CD sales through downloads and file-sharing (as is
expected when a new medium is launched), appropriate business models can
more than compensate for those lost sales.69 The question that remains is, of
course, what is an "optimal" business model for all those concerned, including
users?
Let us start by eliminating the most simple answer. Might it not be better
simply to charge per song in every case?" ° At first glance, some industry players
might think so,7 but there are a number of reasons to doubt that this strategy
would work. That is not to say, however, that a pay-per-download model is
wrong. On the contrary, it could and should be offered to complement-and
most likely in part replace-file-sharing. But arguing that all file-sharing should
be paid per song again involves the determination that file-sharing per se is bad
business and that each file shared should be the functional equivalent of a paid
download. That view, as explained above, does not mesh with the current social
norm.7 2 It is based on a misunderstanding of the depth and nature of file-sharing

6"Commentators have proposed myriad solutions, many of which could be added to this list.
See William Fisher, DigitalMusic: ProblemsandPossibilities(Oct. 10, 2000), at http://www.law.harvard.
edu/Academic-Affairs/coursepages/tfisher/Music.html. With respect to the expansion of blank
media levies, see Neil Netanel, Impose a Noncommercial Use Ley to Allow Free Peer-to-PeerFile Sbaring,
17 HAe.J.L. & T-CH. (2003); see also Berlin Declaration on Collectivey
Managed Online Rigbts:
Conmpensation Without Control of June 21, 2004 (signed inter alia by Professor Fisher) (suggesting a
"Content Flatrate to Solve Filesharing"), at http://wizards-of-os.org/index.php?id= 1699.
"' This model has been suggested by Robert Cringely. See Crngely, supra note 16.
71This includes the description of the Snocap model by Napster's Shawn Fanning. See John
Borland & Stefanie Olsen, Napster'sFanningbas Snocap-pedvision, NI-Ws.cort.Jan. 27,2004, at http://
news.com.com/2100-1025_3-5146858.html which includes:
Snocap has been working on ways to identify songs, as they are traded through
a file-swapping network, including using a technique called 'audio fingerprinting,'
which monitors the sonic characteristics of music files.
That fingerprinting tool could be integrated into the file-swapping software
itself in several different ways, sources said. When a file is being downloaded,
the software could check its 'fingerprint' and then compare it against a database
Snocap operates, for example.
Once an identification is made, the download could be blocked, unless the
computer user pays a fee, as if they were downloading a song from iTunes or
another digital song store. Alternately, some mechanism could be established,
under which the file-swapping network operator would pay for the downloads
that are tracked by Snocap's system and would later be reimbursed by
subscription fees or advertising revenue.
72 See supra

Part ll.B.
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on the Internet.73 Users are looking for a free space to file-share, but in the case
of protected works, not necessarily a space free of charge.74
Because many industry players are stuck in a property-based paradigm, they
find it very hard to accept that someone is getting value (music) without paying
for it. But making creativity proprietary on the Internet has not worked well. 5
That is not wholly surprising: There is no cost to replicate or distribute; there is
no scarcity, in fact just the opposite. The problem is not that information is
scarce, as in the early days of the Internet when information was "liberated," but
that it is hard to find what one is looking for. Information no longer wants to be
free; it wants to be found. In this scenario, there is a great role for intermediaries,
but not for property.
If rightsholders want to defeat piracy and generate revenues, they must match
the demand for free access and sharing. This undoubtedly means a subscription
model with all music available from a single source, though there could, of course,
be competition among such sources. Users should be able to share with other
subscribers without limit. This requires all music rights to agree, which is an
unlikely scenario. Another way that the industry can thrive while respecting users'
wishes is to accept P2P in the form of a liability regime.
To put it differently, a per-song payment model for file-sharing is unlikely to
be effective. There could be a reaction by technologists to offer a circumvention
mechanism and a reaction to any fee to file-share, especially if usage and user data
are reported together. Additionally, the transaction costs to track every song are
non-negligible.7 6 That said, if a technology player were able to offer song tracking
at a reasonable price with sufficient assurances that user privacy would be

73 See id
" One is reminded of the famous slogan, "information wants to be free; it also wants to be
expensive" generally attributed to Stewart Brand but made popular, I believe, byJohn Perry Barlow.
See Roger Clarke, Information Wants to be Free.. ., ROGER CLARK'S HOME PAGE, at http://www.anu.
edu.au/people/Roger.Clarke/ Il/IWtbF.html (Feb. 24, 2000).
'3 See LAWRENCE LE SIG, FREE CULTURE 300 (2004). Lessig states:
Stripped of the rhetoric about the sanctity of property, the basic claim of the
content industry is this: A new technology (the Internet) has harmed a set of
rights that secure copyright. If those rights are to be protected, then the content
industry should be compensated for that harm.
Professor Lessig then describes a possible model for P2P licensing. See id at 297-302; infra text
accompanying note 79.
76 A somewhat similar system to Snocap is used by the smaller of the U.S. performing rights
organization, SESAC, to track broadcast music. See supra note 71; see also About Sesac, at http://
www.sesac.com/aboutsesac/aboutmain.asp (last visited Oct. 6, 2004) ("SESAC was the first
[performing rights organization] to employ state-of-the-art Broadcast Data Systems (BDS)
performance detection. SESAC utilizes BDS in conjunction with cutting edge ConfirMedia
Watermarking technology, providing SESAC's writer and publisher affiliates with the fastest, most
accurate royalty payment available anywhere.").
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maintained, one of the arguments against pay-per download would disappear.
Still, pay-per download as the only available option for sharing"7 is likely not the
optimal business model in the current social and technological environment. To
better understand why, and also the alternatives, let us consider the concerns of
each side.
A. THE INDUSTRY STANDPOINT

In his most recent book, Professor Lessig compares P2P to the "crack cocaine
of the Internet's growth," which, he said:
drove demand for access to the Internet more powerfully than any
other single application. It was the Internet's killer app-possibly
in two senses of that word. It no doubt was the application that
drove demand for bandwidth. It may well be the application that
drives demand for regulations that in the end kill innovation on the
networkY.
He then supports the idea of a licensed P2P environment that distinguishes four
types of file-sharing: file-sharing that replaced a CD purchase; file-sharing to
sample, on the way to purchasing CDs; file-sharing to get access to content that
is no longer sold but is still under copyright or that would have been too
cumbersome to buy off the Internet; and file-sharing to get access to content that
is not copyrighted or to get access that the copyright owner plainly endorses. 9
The model proposed here is in keeping with Professor Lessig's approach. In
fact the model will assume that many users who would have paid to continue to
use Napster legally would agree to pay a license fee of an equivalent amount to be
authorized to continue to file-share, especially those who are replacing CD
purchases, a phenomenon that likely describes what most P2P users do for at
least part of the material they download. I recognize that this assumption is hard
to prove and that, in light of the "badwill" generated by the industry's multiple
lawsuits," it may take some time to get two-thirds of file sharers" to accept to pay
a monthly licensing fee.82 Indeed, to maximize chances of success, the industry

" As indicated above, parallel pay-per download systems should be made available. Sapranote
76.

71 LiSSI(;, supra note 75, at 296.
71 Id. at 297-302.

See supra notes 13, 16 and accompanying text.
See the hypothesis advanced supra Part II.
" The Electronic Frontier Foundation (EFF) recently proposed a compensation model based
on voluntary collective licensing. See EFF, File-Sharing: It's Music to Our Ears, at http://www.eff.
'

"
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needs to show a completely different strategy, including the acceptance of filesharing as one of the legitimate, licensed ways to access music. It is also likely that
the longer the industry waits-and the longer it gambles on being able to stop
P2P-the harder it will be to transition to a licensed environment.83
The point made here is not normative in nature. Rather, it is based on two
simple observations and reliable empirical data. The first observation can best be
made in the form of a question: What should the copyright holder's main focus
be: To maximize authorizeduses ofprotected materialor to minimize unauthorizeduses?
There is a world of difference here.84 The second observation is simply that the

org/share/compensation.php (last visited Feb. 24, 2004). Prof. Fisher of the Harvard Law School
and others have also proposed a licensing model. See Robert S. Boynton, The Tyranny of Copyright,
N.Y. TIMES, Jan. 25, 2004, § 6, at 10. However, the model I suggest is not predicated on a
redefinition of allocations between producers, composers and artists (musicians). The licensing
model would ensure proper financial flows between users and rightsholders. Market forces and
negotiations would then define appropriate splits. Current splits for non-sales (e.g., licensing)
income are often set at 50%, but that rule was set when this was a minor source of income. Should
it become a major source of revenue, it seems normal that players involved would seek to redefine.
See also supra note 26 and accompanying text.
83 Again, this Article only assumes that there is a significant likelihood, but no certainty, that filesharers will "win" the battle by defeating efforts to stop file-sharing while exploring the potential
revenue that licensing P2P could generate, independently of the ongoing enforcement efforts.
8 This is nothing new. At the Fordham Conference on International Intellectual Property Law
& Policy, in April 2000, 1 used the notions of positive and negaive licensing to explicate the relevant
mindsets:
The basic question boils down to this: is the [publisher/producer's] mandate
to minimize unauthorized uses or is it to maximize authorized uses? To limit
unauthorized reuse, negative licensing tools are used: encryption, digital
containers and other technology solutions that limit the options available to the
user not by contract, but by physically preventing uses that the rightsholder
wants to prohibit. This usually prompts negative reactions from user
communities and is perceived as an invitation to hackers to work around the
protection. Laws are not always effective in backing up the use of such
technologies .... Positive licensing, on the other hand, assumes that users find
what they want and are given an easy option to determine terms of use, both at
the time they acquire the content and later on. Very often, especially in a
business-to-business environment, users want more rights after having received
and reviewed the content. For example, a company may find a newspaper or
journal article that they want to e-mail to customers, post to an Intranet or
publish in their corporate newsletter. They don't know this before reading the
article (i.e., at the time of acquisition). It makes little sense (in most cases) to ask
a user that he/she acquire in advance a right to reuse anything in any form. If
available at all, this option would likely be much too expensive. This is where
positive licensing comes into play: it allows users to acquire the content on
appropriate terms (and at the right price) and then acquire new rights as their
needs change and grow.
Daniel Gervais, E-Commerce and Intelkctual Property: Lock-it Up or License?, 6 INTERNNIHONAl.
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industry's goal should be to increase its revenues. Finally, the empirical data to
factor in are those that reflect a significant decline in CD sales, caused, at least in
part, by file-sharing.8"
From the industry's perspective, shouldn't the aim be to make money from all
three methods of access just mentioned? Projections in Part II actually show that
Napster-type revenues could have much more than compensated for replaced or
cannibalized CD sales and significantly increased the industry's total revenues.86
Given its numerous bad87 decisions of the past few years, the industry may take
years to get to where it should be, and the billions lost is the price to pay for its
reaction to sweeping sociological and technological leaps.
But not all is lost. The industry already has the channels to benefit from
carrier sales and it is now starting to license downloads. What the industry must
now find is a way to optimize revenues without using legal enforcement tools to
stop noncommercial file-sharing by individual Internet users. These measures
88
could fail and come at a very high price, both in terms legal fees and publicity.
The industry may succeed at replacing a significant percentage of sharing with
authorized downloads, but that should come from users who perceive a higher
value in accessing via a download site than from file-sharing. Shouldn't the
battleground be the marketplace, not the courts?
The industry can make money from file-sharing. What recording companies
cannot do is to expect that each company will be able to charge each individual
user for file-sharing. First of all, the transaction costs would be too high (for both
sides). Second, most users typically search by artist, or perhaps by music genre,
but not according to the production company or label. If the above is correct,
then fiom the industy's standpoint, there must necessarily be some form of
intermediation, in the form of centralization or collectivization. The next
question is: Where is the appropriate "chokepoint" to channel revenue from a

INTEJ.]ECrIUAI.PROPERTY LAW AND POLICY 87-1-87.19 (Hugh C. Hansen ed., 2001). I had made

a similar point as invited expert at WIPO in December 1998. See Daniel Gervais, Electronic Rights
Management and DigitalIdentifierSystems, WIPO Document ACMC/ 1/ 1 (Nov. 23, 1998), available at
http://www.wipo.int/documents/ew/meeings/1998/acmc/pdf/acmcl1-.pdf.
What I am
suggesting in this Article is that the time is really ripe for rightsholders to focus on positive licensin,
because the only certainty with negative licensing is that it cannot generate any direct revenues, and
its ability to help generate revenue through other means (e.g., by "forcing" consumers to buy CDs),
while it may seem logical, still has to be conclusively demonstrated.
8' See supra notes 20, 21 and accompanying text.
86 See spra Part II.A.
87 Again, the point is not normative in nature, is simply an observation that revenues are down,
and thus failing when measured against the simple yardstick of revenue growth (or absence thereo.
From this perspective, it is difficult (on the basis of results achieved thus far) for the industry to
argue that it is doing the "right" thing, and it is not unreasonable to suggest alternatives.
88 See Gervais & Maurushat, supra note 12.
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multiplicity of users to a multiplicity of rightsholders?
There are at least three possible answers: ISPs, copyright collectives, or new
commercial entities. All three could offer significant advantages. ISPs already
collect a substantial monthly fee for Internet access from each user.
Administratively speaking, they could fairly easily add a music-sharing fee to the
monthly access fee.89 ISPs would probably want to receive assurances of
protection from liability from their subscribers' actions.90 They could also want
to renegotiate some other aspects of the pact reached during the negotiations that
led to the adoption of the DMCA.9 Finally, ISPs would be asked to provide
usage data. But ISPs are not in the business of collecting, sorting and distributing
copyright usage data. This is far removed from their core business, and there
would be several other difficulties to overcome. First and foremost is the fact
that most CDs on the market do not have digitally encoded rights management
information.9 2 Even the almost twenty-year old, ISO-approved ISRC code93 did

" In Part II, supra, we estimated revenues based on a $5 per month fee at almost $5 billion per
year in the United States alone, and, if extrapolated worldwide, the numbers could reach $12.5
billion. See supra notes 19-21 and accompanying text.
9 The economic projections in Part II, spra,assume that two-thirds of Internet users download
music and that of those only two-thirds would continue to download if forced to pay (for the
predictable future).
9' See Sheldon W. Halpern, The Art ofCompromise and Compromising Art: Copyrght, Technology, and
SOC'Y OF "rieU.S.A. 273, 310 (2003).
the Arts, 50 J. COPYRIGHT
20
92 17 U.S.C. § 1 2(c), a part of the DMCA, defines "copyright management information" as
meaning
any of the following information conveyed in connection with copies or
phonorecords of a work or performances or displays of a work, including in
digital form, except that such term does not include any personally identifying
information about a user of a work or of a copy, phonorecord, performance, or
display of a work:
(1) The title and other information identifying the work, including the
information set forth on a notice of copyright.
(2) The name of, and other identifying information about, the author of a work.
(3) The name of, and other identifying information about, the copyright owner
of the work, including the information set forth in a notice of copyright.
(4) With the exception of public performances of works by radio and television
broadcast stations, the name of, and other identifying information about, a
performer whose performance is fixed in a work other than an audiovisual work.
(5) With the exception of public performances of works by radio and television
broadcast stations, in the case of an audiovisual work, the name of, and other
identifying information about, a writer, performer, or director who is credited in
the audiovisual work.
(6) Terms and conditions for use of the work.
(7) Identifying numbers or symbols referring to such information or links to such
information.
(8) Such other information as the Register of Copyrights may prescribe by
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94
not find favor among a number of large record producers until very recently.
In the absence of widespread digital codes, especially of "older"95 recordings,
data would have to be captured on the basis of file names. Because the way in
which file-sharers currently circumvent spiders and other tools used by the
industry to track file-sharing is to change filenames, the industry yet again found
a way to put a technological wall between itself and reliable usage data.96 If the
industry stopped discouraging file-sharing, filenames may once again reflect reality
and increase the reliability of usage data.9" Software could be developed to
identify commercial audio (and possibly video) files that would ensure that the
usage data are captured in a way that decouples data about the user from data
about the file exchanges.9 But these are expensive fixes that will work, at best,
some of the time because of the decentralized nature of file-sharing. Additionally,
ISPs are unlikely to want to invest.
If not ISPs, then copyright collectives could be interested. Their business is
precisely to deal with large amounts of users, usage data, and rightsholders.99
They could offer licenses to end users and collect the fee directly or even via ISPs.
They too would face the challenge of capturing reliable usage data, but I would
argue they are in the best position to do so. They already have the machinery to
deal with usage data input and have expertise in using surveys and partial data to
estimate actual usage."° Collectives also have a wide network of bilateral
agreements with foreign collectives, thus allowing for the acquisition of licensing

regulation, except that the Register of Copyrights may not require the provision
of any information concerning the user of a copyrighted work.
9 An ISRC does not identify the music of the CD, only the recording, but when linked to a
proper database, the music on the CD can easily be identified. See RECORDING INDUS. ASS'N OF
AM.,INTrERNNIIONAIS IANDARD RECORDIN; CODE, athttp:/

/www.riaa.com/issues/audio/isrc-

faq.asp (last visited Feb. 19, 2004); see also Joseph E. Magri, New Media-New Rues: The Digital
Peoformance Right and StreamingMusic Over the Internet, 6 VAND. J. ENT. L. & PRAC. 55, 62-63 (2003).
9"Online services such as Napster, iTunes and Rhapsody require an ISRC code, which has
prompted all major and a number of independent producers to adopt the code. It is included in the
online version, but in many cases not on CDs. Until and unless the major source of P2P music
comes from authorized downloads, most P2P music files will not include the code.
95 In this context, "older" means pre-2001.
" As explained in Part II, supra, the best way to get precise data would have been to continue
with a centralized, Napster-type model.
9"There are, of course, privacy issues in capturing file names, which I will discuss later. See infra
Part III.B.
"sIn a more sophisticated scenario, general demographic data could be associated with the data
captured, provided anonymity is maintained.
See also Stanley M. Besen et al., An EconomicAnaysisof CopyrightCollectives, 78 VA. L. REv. 383
(1992) (providing a useful but dated analysis); see general MIHkiY FiCSOR, COI.LEC1iVE
MANAGEMENT OF COPYRIGHT AND RELATED RIGHTS (WIPO 2d ed. 2002).
"'4)See infra note 123 and accompanying text.
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authority from foreign rightsholders, and the distribution of funds payable to
those rightsholders under the national treatment rule. 10 '
A third option would be new commercial entities' 2 offering this service, which
would not be unprecedented. When online copyright clearance started in 2000,
it was offered by long-standing collectives such as Copyright Clearance Center,
Inc. (CCC), 0 3 and also new players such as iCopyright.com. If the numbers
indicated in Part II are right (even as an order of magnitude), receiving even a
small share to collect the fee and process usage data could be a financially sound
venture, especially for an organization that already has the basic technology and
' °4
expertise.
The above solutions are not mutually exclusive. For example, an ISP could
work in concert with a copyright collective to offer the service. It could collect
the fee and provide the collective with raw usage data, which the collective,
perhaps working with some third party technology, would then process on behalf
of rightsholders while maintaining the users' privacy.
The lessons to be drawn from the industry's standpoint are fairly clear. It can
and should stop its legal fight against file-sharing and bring the battle to the
marketplace. It may shift some file-sharing towards commercial downloads, but
only a fraction of users will accept to forgo file-sharing entirely. It should, if it
wishes to survive, learn toprofitfrom file-sharing. To put it differently, if the above
analysis is correct, then the music industry can tweak the file-sharing social norm
by asking for a payment (as in the $5 per month example"0 ) while accepting
significant leakage, especially during the transition period. It can, perhaps, further
modify the norm by gradually imposing contractual limitations, or caps, on the
scope of allowed sharing and using technology, or digital rights management
(DRM) not to prevent file-sharing but to limit it, perhaps in the same way as with
Serial Copying Management Systems (SCMS), 6 or copies limited to a single
generation. How far the social norm can be pushed is hard to predict, and will

"" This requires that foreign rights-holders be treated no less favorably than nationals. SeeArticle
5(1) of the Berne Convention Protection of Literary and Artistic Works, Sept. 9, 1886, revised at
Paris July 24, 1971; 25 U.S.T. 1341, 828 U.N.T.S. 221; see also Article 3 of the TRIPS Agreement,
Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights, Apr. 15, 1994, Marrakesh
Agreement establishing the World Trade Organization, Annex 1C, Ri.SUITS OF IHF. URU;UAY
ROUND OF MULTIAIFRAL TRADE. N.IOT1ATIONS: THE LEGA. TE.XTS, 1869 U.N.T.S. 299, 33
I.L.M. 1125, 1197.
12 Even file-sharing software providers could play a part.
"'I Fully automated online "permissioning" was launched by CCC (on its copyright.com site)
starting in April 2000.
'"4 See supra Table 1.
1,5 See supra Part II.A.
," See 17 U.S.C. § 1002 (2004), a codified portion of the Audio Home Recording Act of 1992,
Pub. L. 102-563 (2004).
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take some time. Yet, the basic conclusion from the industry's standpoint is
simple: P2P cannot be stopped, but to a certain extent it can be bounded. The
data analyzed in Part II showed that this is feasible. As a growing social norm,
file-sharing should most likely be encouraged and is not antithetical to a profitable
music business.
B. THE USERS' STANDPOINT

At the outset, the users' position could be that they simply want to be able to
share without any form oflicense, payment or restrictions imposed by technology,
such as DRM. °7 The model suggested here is not predicated on major legislative
or even administrative reform; it can be implemented now. It is also based on the
assumption, which seems fair in light of court decisions,' 0 8 that at least some and
probably a significant portion of the activity of music file-sharers is not fair use
or otherwise exempt under copyright law.1" 9 Until and unless those rules are
changed or reinterpreted, it seems logical to suggest solutions to make the current
system workable for all those concerned, including authors, producers,
intermediaries, and users.
The solution suggested in this Article simply acknowledges the fact that users
who want to stay within the realm of the law need a license for usage not covered
by fair use.110 P2P licensing could prove to be a model that generates optimal
benefits for artists and the industry while minimizing administrative and other
efforts to be made by intermediaries and individual users and maximizing the
protection of their privacy.
If, then, a system is put in place, as mentioned above, logical users will be
looking for availability of content, user-friendliness,"1 a fair price, and good

17 In this Article, I do not discuss more radical alternatives, such as transforming basic copyright
rules and international treaties along the lines suggested, interalia, by "Copyleft" advocates. See, e.g.,
Sdverine Dusollier, Open Source and Copyeft: Authorshp Reconsidered?, 26 COI.UM. J.L. & ARrs 281
(2003); seealso GNU General Public License, athttp://www.gnu.org/copyleft/gpl.htrml (last visited
Nov. 19, 2004).
"" See, e.g.,
Recording Indus. Ass'n of Am., Inc. v. Verizon Internet Servs., Inc., 351 F.3d 1229,
69 U.S.P.Q.2d (BNA) 1075 (D.C. Cit. 2003). Again, this comment is independent of whether the
outcome of those decisions was desirable.
"" This only applies in the United States. See, e.g., 17 U.S.C. § 107 (2002). In Canada, § 80(1) of
the Copyright Act states that "the act of reproducing [music] onto an audio recording medium for
the private use of the person who makes the copy does not constitute an infringement of the
copyright." (RSC 1985, c. C-42 (Can.)).
"" See GOi,I)STIIN, supra note 14, at 178-89.
. While this sounds intuitively correct, there are several examples of non-user-friendly systems
that are or were very popular, such as PC DOS. In addition, user-friendliness is a relative concept.
SeeJulie E. Cohen, Examined Lives: InformationalPrivay and the Subject ss Object, 52 STAN.L. Ri.v. 1373,
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quality content. The last point is only important because the industry has used
viruses and other forms of file corruptions to fight file-sharing, a method that is
likely to backfire. 1 2 Many users will also have another paramount concern:
intellectual privacy. By determining what a person reads, listens to, and
exchanges, much can be learned about one's personality and preferences. This
information should not be captured or used without consent-especially if the
purpose is data mining for direct marketing purposes." 3 Professor Julie Cohen
argued that there may also be a constitutional right to access information and

1390-91 (2000), who states:
Transaction costs are a function of system design, and system design, in turn, is
based on socially-determined conceptions of efficiency. Thus far, whether
deliberately or by oversight, we have constructed data processing systems that do
not involve the individual in decision-making about the uses of data collected by
the system. Yet the same technologies that enable distributed rightsmanagement functionality might enable the creation of privacy protection that
travels with data--obviating the need for continual negotiation of terms, but at
the same time redistributing 'cots' away from the individuals who are data
subjects. Whether we should do so depends on whether this allocation of costs
is the best one.
112 See Madonna to Pirates: 'What the F--- Do You Think You're Doing?', MTV NEWs, Apr. 16,
2003,
at http://www.mtv.com/news/articles/1471321/04162003/madonna.jhtml.
..
3 See Cohen, supra note 111, at 1375 who states:
[T he notion that information about one's ordinary transactions and interactions
with others should be secret, or otherwise subject to one's personal control,
strains the boundaries of our understanding of what it means for something to
be secret, and what it means for something to be owned. On a more theoretical
level, meanwhile, the idea that 'privacy' might encompass an enforceable right to
prevent the sharing of (certain kinds of personally-identified data seems to
conflict with deeply held social values that elevate choice over constraint,
freedom of speech over enforced silence, and 'sunlight' over shadow.
In the same paper, Professor Cohen also discusses theories of ownership of usage data. She has
recently argued in favor of a right of intellectual privacy. See Julie E. Cohen, DRM & Privagy, 18
BERKE].Ey TECH. L.J. 575, 576-77 (2003). Professor Cohen continues by stating.
Properly understood, an individual's interest in intellectual privacy has both
spatial and informational aspects. At its core, this interest concerns the extent
of 'breathing space,' both metaphorical and physical, available for intellectual
activity. DRM technologies may threaten breathing space by collecting
information about intellectual consumption (and therefore exploration) or by
imposing direct constrains on these activities.
She argues that there may be harm in allowing individual to waive or sell usage data (via a DRM
system) if it amounts to waiving their intellectual privacy. Id at 609 ("Arguments about markets and
market failures aside, intangible invasions of intellectual privacy are capable of causing great harm
to individuals, and of substantially undermining shared, nonmonetizable values. Such invasions
compromise rights of self-determination and undermine human dignity by eliminating the 'breathing
space' for intellectual development.").
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copyrighted material anonymously. 14 These considerations are not an obstacle
to the implementation of the model suggested here. In fact, they are an additional
justification for it. Any claim by the industry that it needs to know precisely who
is listening to what can be countered, at least in part. Currently, they do not know
who buys what in music stores unless the customer agrees to a "club card." The
use of such cards or other similar devices to mine data could be expanded.
Whether these types of measures are to be encouraged is not the question,"' as
they require the consent of the interested party (e.g., a signed "membership"
application). Hence, the monthly licensing fee suggested in Part II should not
include the "sale" of a file-sharer's privacy. To gain information about individual
users, the industry should be required to proceed according to consent-based
models, and that consent should not depend on a yes-or-no answer linked to the
availability of a file-sharing license as a non-negotiable, standard-form contract. 16
Conversely, users should be given the option of licensing file-sharing" 7 without
giving up their anonymity. One could argue that they should be allowed to "sell"
their privacy (i.e., their personal usage data), but they should do so separately, in
exchange for some counterpart, presumably of value to the concerned user.
In the previous section, I concluded that some form of collectivization of filesharing licensing is indispensable from the rightsholders' perspective."8 ISPs,
collectives, or new business entities (or combinations of two or all three) were

"' See Julie E. Cohen, A Right to Read Anonymous: A Closer Look at 'CopyrightManagment' in
Cyberspace, 28 CONN. L. RiW. 981 (1996).
115 There are valid arguments to say that one should not be able to sell one's "intellectual
privacy." See, e.g., supranote 113 and accompanying text. This analysis, and the solution presented
in Part III, are not predicated on allowing this type of transaction. In fact, the solution suggested
would allow a complete restriction on the dissemination of individual usage data.
16 See Cohen, supra note 111, at 1391-92 who states:
The prevailing approach to this question is closely aligned with the position that
personally-identified data becomes 'property' when, and because, it becomes
tradable: A successful data privacy regime is precisely one that guarantees
individuals the right to trade their personal information for perceived benefits,
and that places the lowest transaction costs barriers in the way of consensual
trades. If individuals choose to trade their personal data away without placing
restrictions on secondary or tertiary uses, surely it is their business. On this view,
choice rather than ownership is (or should be) the engine of privacy policy.
What matters most is that personal data is owned at the end of the day in the
manner the parties have agreed.
This theory applies more conclusively in a market environment where personal usage data has
tradable value. In each case, however, the person trading her data should receive the appropriate
counterpart.
u7 At least to the extent that some of it is not fair use; a conclusion which, as the law now stands,
seems reasonable.
"" See supra Part III.A.
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possible players in that context. From the users' standpoint,collectivization also
offers important advantages. In fact, it may be essential to the preservation of
their intellectual privacy. Of the three potential types of players previously
surveyed (ISPs, copyright collectives, and new technology companies), copyright
collectives may offer a slightly higher degree of comfort. In most cases, these
entities are non-profit and have a long history of maintaining user anonymity by
aggregation of usage data they perform in order to distribute funds to appropriate
rightsholders. To put it differently, they have demonstrated an ability to decouple
usersfrom usage data.
As a simple matter of logic, to avoid misuse and leakage of personal usage
data, whether inadvertent or otherwise, what is accessed should be decoupled
from who is accessing it as early as possible and, if possible, prior to any long
term data storage. Furthermore, to avoid perceived conflicts of interest, one
could also argue that tasks should ideally be entrusted to an organization that has
no commercial interest in mining or selling the data. This is another strength that
copyright collectives bring to the table." 9 As already mentioned, ISPs could
decide to offer this service themselves.1 2' But the business of collecting,
aggregating and processing usage information is not part of most ISPs' business
plan or expertise.
From the point of view of users, however, the question of the protection of
the anonymity of usage data is based on what seems a questionable assumption,
namely that usage data should be capturedat all. It would be simpler to implement
a license-and monthly fee-for file sharing with no collection of data
whatsoever. What happens in such a scenario, however, is that the monies
21
collected are difficult to apportion among potential domestic and foreign1
rightsholders.'2 2 It would be simpler and faster to implement a license and rely

"' See Robert P. Merges, Compulsory Licensing vs. the Three "Golden Oldies": Properly Rigbs, Contracts,

and Markets,PO'Y ANAI.YSiS No. 508, 10 (CATO Inst. ed.,Jan. 15, 2004), availabkathttp://www.
cato.org/pubs/pas/pa508.pdf ("There is no reason to believe that [collectives] will not emerge in
the Internet arena. Indeed, there is evidence that some are in the making ... ").
12' Indeed, Verizon may now have earned some credibility as a champion for the privacy of its
subscriber information in its recent clash with the RIAA. See VeriZon, 351 F.3d 1229; see also supra
note 13 and accompanying text.
" See supra note 101 and accompanying text.
A similar problem arose in respect to levies on blank media collected in certain countries,
which often reach hundreds of millions of dollars per year. As Professor Bernt Hugenholtz noted:
There's indeed very little transparency in the way many levy systems operate in
Europe. Tariffs are more or less randomly set, sometimes in negotiations
between collecting societies and equipment or media manufacturers, sometimes
ordained by government authorities or copyright tribunals. The transparency
further decreases as you look downstream. The way levies are being
redistributed, or 'repartitioned' as they say, by the large collective societies to
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on data from other sources, such as CDs, downloads, and voluntarily
communicated usage data to determine who should get what. This may indeed
work as a stop-gap measure, but in the medium and long terms it is bound to fail.
First, because any estimation based on data extrapolated from other channels will
most likely only be correct at a high level, such as between the major record
companies. "Drilling down" on the usage data at the more granular level of
individual artists, composers, or even independent producers would most likely
as debates surrounding ASCAP and BMI's survey data
lead to distorted results,
123
tend to illustrate.
Additionally, the industry is unlikely to accept "rough guesses" to determine
the way in which $13.5 billion or more should be distributed. 124 In the area of
private copying levies, the total amounts collected are significant but the amount
125
and pales in
payable to each category of rightsholders is relatively small
comparison with the billions of dollars of revenues that file-sharing licensing
could generate.
For users, the best alternative to an absence of data capture is a guaranteed
aggregation and resulting depersonalization of usage data. It is an improvement
over the current situation, in which the industry is using legal and technical tools
to track file-sharers. If file-sharing were licensed, the piracy argument used by the

rights holders is murky, to say the least. It is a very, very nontransparent process.
Bert Hugenholtz, Comment, Edited & Excerpted Transcritof The Symposium on the Law & Technology
of DigitalRights Management, 18 BERKELEY TECH. L.J. 697, 771 (2003); see also Joseph S. Papovich,
NAFTA's ProvisionsRegarding IntellectualPropery:Are They Working as Intended?-A U.S. Perspective,23
CAN.-U.S. L.J. 253,259 (1997); Lionel S. Sobel, Royalties from Abroad, 736 PLI/Pat 505,525 (2003).
123 According to a posting on http://www.woodpecker.com (last visited Nov. 27, 2004) by a
(self-declared) ASCAP member:
ASCAP's 'random' taping of some 60,000 hours of radio airplay as the basis for
distributing hundreds of millions of dollars has been challenged as having too
much inherent error; that it is not provable that is it [sic] indeed a fair and just
way to compensate copyright owners for use of their work. For example,
currently, the percentage of fees paid by pubic broadcasting stations is
somewhere between 5.8% and 6.3% (depending on whom you ask), yet the
sampling system only samples these stations 690 hours per year, which divided
into 1500 stations comes to 27 minutes per year per station, or about 4.5 seconds
a day, and slightly more than 1.1% of the 60,000 hours.
1_4 The importance of being able to have precise data and to follow each dollar stems not just
from marketing and similar concerns, but also from the fact that compensation of executives is
directly linked to those numbers, and those are the same people who make decisions about
implementing the type of business models discussed in this Article.
125

Canada collected approximately CAN$28 million in 2002.

CANADIAN PRIVArE COPYING

COI.ECrlVE, FINANCIAl. HIGHLIGHTS, at http://cpcc.ca/english/finHighlights.htm (last visited

Feb. 24, 2004). Levies from Europe are much higher and reach hundreds of millions of dollars.
There is, however, a lack of transparency both in the amounts collected and the distribution of
funds. See supranote 122.
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industry to justify tracking users would melt away. By the same token, one should
think that for a business to spend its time, efforts, and money on suing its
customer base is unlikely to be tenable in the long term as a way to increase
revenues and goodwill.
It thus seems that if file-sharing of music (and perhaps of commercial films)
is accepted by the industry, it will be difficult to proceed with plans to collect
individual usage data. It is there that the challenge of privacy emerges and that
the advantages of the collectivization of the licensing, the collection of usage data,
their aggregation and the decoupling of usage from individual users become
readily apparent.
As a final point on usage data, an indirect way to capture usage data is to use
payment systems. Another advantage of using a chokepoint intermediary is that
payments can be charged to, for example, credit card companies, without
communicating any unnecessary information. It could consist of the name of the
intermediary and a code which, in case of a customer complaint or query, could
be matched against data in the intermediaries' database. The simple assumption
is that usage data, while still linked to individual users, should circulate as little as
possible. This seems to argue against letting payment intermediaries collect and
aggregate the data. As for ISPs, this is not their business, and asking them to act
as privacy protectors may be fraught with risks. It would, of course, always be
126
possible to regulate uses that any intermediary could make with the usage data
they collect.
C. OTHER MEDIA

The following is not a complete analysis of the possible role of licensing in
industries other than music. A number of similarities and differences should be
pointed out in building a model that could apply elsewhere.
1 27
Text is much more advanced in terms of online availability and licensing.
The CCC has been licensing major U.S. companies for the digital reproduction
of text-based material on a per-employee basis since 2001.128 It also offers a

121

Copyright collectives such as ASCAP and BMI are already indirectly regulated by the "consent

decrees" entered into following action by the Department ofJustice. See Michael Einhom, Intellectual
Property andAntitrust: Music Performing Rights in Broadcasting: Blanket Licensingand Consent Decrees, THE
Music DISH (July 9, 2001), at http://www.musicdish.com/mag/index.php3?id=3825.
127 For an overview of the history of text (e.g., newspapers, e-books, and scientific articles), see
Daniel Gervais, Copyright and e-Commerce, in IN'TIJ.1.CIUAI. PROPI.RTY IN
iHE GI.OBAI.
MARKF1i'IACE, (Melvin Simensky et al. eds, Supp. 2002).
121See Copyright Clearance Center, at http://www.copyright.com/Services/als.asp#Electronic
(last visited Mar. 1, 2004).
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licensing service for educational institutions.' 29 Other Reproduction Rights
Organizations (RROs) also license digital reproduction.'30 The need for a
monthly licensing fee for use by other, non-corporate types of users must be
examined in depth before any proposal can be made. Presumably, a significant
13 2
proportion of use by individual users would constitute fair use"' or fair dealing.
In addition, there are several fairly user-friendly licensing systems for images that
users want to reuse.'33 There are also sites offering royalty-free reuse licenses for
various types of content. 3 4 While there may be use beyond exceptions, further
econometric data and analysis would be required to determine its extent and
whether a monthly fee per user can be justified.
Audiovisual content cannot be analyzed as a monolith. I suggest that the type
of use and method of access are determinative. Perhaps the most visible
difference between music and commercial films is the fact that music follows
many users almost everywhere, on their PCs, their iPods, 3 s and MP3-equipped
watches,' 36 for example. Music can be consumed in small bits of a few minutes
or on a quasi-permanent basis, often while doing something else (such as working
reading). There is no clear movement in that direction for movies. Feature films
are viewed on television or in movie theaters and a significant amount of time
needs to be set aside. It is far less interesting to watch The Lord of the Rings'37 on
a watch. Technologically, the required steps, and results obtained by P2P filesharing of feature films are also quite different. BitTorrent' and eDonkey, 39 for
example, make movies easy to get, but the files are not great quality and if they
are, then they have to be compressed or edited to fit on the non-commercial

"2 CCC offers an Electronic Course Content Service (ECCS) for educational institutions. See
130

See, for example, Access Copyright, athttp://www.accesscopyright.ca/icenses.asp?a=10 (last

visited Mar. 1, 2004) for Canada. See, for example, The Copyright Licensing Agency, at http://
www.cla.co.uk/needlicense/faq.php?type=corp (last visited Mar. 1, 2004) for the UK.
31 See 17 U.S.C. § 107 (2001).
132 For example, section 29 of the Canadian Copyright Act provides that "Fair dealing for the
purpose of research or private study does not infringe copyright." Canadian Copyright Act, R.S.C.
ch. C-42, § 29 (1985) (Can.).
"' See, e.g., Corbis, at http://www.corbisimages.com (last visited Mar. 1, 2004); Mira.com, at
http://www.mira.com (last visited Mar. 1, 2004). Many images are provided on a royalty-free basis.
134 The most famous of which is probably creativecommons, at http://www.creativecommons.
org (last visited Nov. 6, 2004).
135 See Apple.com, at http://www.apple.com/ipod/ (last visited Nov. 1, 2004).
136 See, e.g., LAKS debuts MP3 watch, MAcNEWS, Feb. 11,2004, athttp://www.macnn.com/news
23370.
137 LORD OF THE RINGS: THE FELLOWSHIP OF THE RING (New Line Cinema 2001).

13 See Bit Torrent, at http://www.bitconjurer.org/BitTorrent/ (last visited Mar. 24, 2004).
13 See Tim Wu, supra note 4, at 730-31; John Tehranian, All Rights Reserved? Reassessing Copyright

and PatentEnforcement in the DigitalAge, 72 U. CIN. L. REV. 45, 86-87 (2003).
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disks. Blank Digital Versital Disks (DVDs) are much more expensive than blank
Recordable CDs (CD-Rs). This gives legitimate access services, such as Netflix, 14 °
a chance to meet customer demand and "compete with" P2P. In contrast, music
P2P has thus far responded better than the music industry in terms of format,
availability and ease of use. P2P could, however, become a major source of video
content, such as news, television programs, even full length feature films for
markets that do not have access to the content on cable or satellite, such as
expatriates, world travellers, members of a foreign community living outside of
their home country, and immigrants wishing to maintain a link with their
traditional culture.
The same may not be true of music videos, which are much shorter and do
not require the same type of experience environment that a movie theater or
home theater can provide. Thus, there may be, subject to data showing the extent
of the phenomenon, a justification for a fee for music videos. For feature films
and other types of audiovisual content including news and television programs,
such as sitcoms, I remain unconvinced that a P2P licensing model is viable.
Because home entertainment devices, such as home theaters, are gradually being
connected to the Internet, file-sharing of movies and other types of audiovisual
content may become commonplace. The impact and breadth of true on-demand
systems,"' whether via cable, satellite or the Internet, the growth of broadband
access, the use and effectiveness of digital rights management techniques
(DRMs),"4 2 the availability of Recordable DVD (DVD-R) drives, the price of
blank DVDs, and last, but not least, the social acceptance of P2P sharing of
audiovisual content will all be crucial parameters to factor in.
In light of the above analysis, I suggest that the need for a default license for
file-sharing of text and images has not yet been shown, and that the viability of
a license for P2P sharing of feature films and other types of audiovisual content
requires a different analysis because its modes of consumption and distribution
differ significantly from those of music."4
See Net flix, http://www.netflix.com (last visited Mar. 24, 2004).
The issue here is similar to music downloads sites that offer much less choice than
unauthorized P2P. See supra note 65 and accompanying text.
142 1 would include in this analysis the role and effectiveness of the broadcast flag currently under
discussion.
"' Others disagree, seeing movies as a linear continuation of the P2P phenomenon in music,
slowed only by bandwidth. See Shuman Ghosemajumder, Advanced Peer-BasedTechnology Business
Models: A new economicframework for the digital distributionof miusicfilm, and other intellectualproperty works
(2002), at http://shumans.com/p2p-business-models.pdf, who states:
There is no question that users are becoming used to having access to a vast
collection of music at all times; this is a consequence of not only P2P systems,
but also of our society becoming accustomed to having access to a vast amount
of information of all types through the Internet. But while a CD containing the
140
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D. INTERNATIONAL ASPECTS

It is not possible to explore all relevant international aspects in this Article, but
there are two that deserve to be mentioned here. First, it is essential to bear in
mind that the Berne Convention'44 and TRIPS Agreement' contain two sets of
norms which are relevant to the implementation of the model proposed in this
Article, but for different reasons. Restrictions on compulsory licensing would
limit a WTO member State's ability to transform an exclusive copyright into a
compulsory regime, based on the three-step test and provisions of Berne that
specifically allow compulsory licensing.'46 But if a regime of compensation (e.g.,
levies) is put in place that does not require licensing,'47 then the aforementioned
treaties only impact the area of national treatment. 48 I submit that any proposal
to license P2P should take account of applicable international treaties. Because
the Berne Convention,' the substantive obligations of which were incorporated
in the TRIPS Agreement,' 50 severely limits the availability of compulsory licensing,
at least for the rights of composers,' any licensing system should thus be

entire Enyclopaea'iaBritannicawould have been tempting to copy for personal use
10 years ago, having constant access to such reference available online means that
almost nobody has the desire to copy all of the content onto their hard drives.
Instead, these information services become a resource which they tap into
whenever they need it.
The same is likely going to be true for all information goods, including music,
motion pictures, documents and software in the long term. The trends toward
video on demand, ASP's, web services and audio streaming are precursors to an
age when all of this information is available from any location. Of course, 3G
(or 4G) is regarded as faraway dream by many, and until widespread high-speed
Internet access in devices of all sizes with near infinite battery life becomes
common, there is a lot of money to be made allowing this content to be
downloaded in a convenient form.
44 Berne Convention, supra note 101.
-1 TRIPS Agreement, spra note 101.
146 As for example cable retransmission. See DANIEl, G.RvAIS, THF, TRIPS A(;RFEMINT:
DRAIVHNG HISTORY AND INTlERPRETAT1ON 144-47 (2d ed. 2003).
117 Imposing a levy system on blank media is, however, a form of forced compliance, including

by those who do not file-share but need the blank media. It necessarily involves some degree of
cross-subsidization of heavy users by non or light users. A good levy system may, however, provide
for levy-free access by some categories of users to limit this negative impact.
141 See supra note 101 and accompanying text.
"4 See supra note 144 and accompanying text.
'5"
51

Trips Agreement Art. 13, supra note 101, at 305; see also GERVAIS, supra note 146, at 143-52.
Because countries other than the United States do not protect sound recordings as

copyrighted works but rather as objects protected under a "neighboring right," which has a
somewhat lower status than a full copyright, compulsory licensing of sound recordings (as opposed
to musical works embodied in the recording) is easier under international rules. See art. 14 of the
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voluntary. I believe this is also in line with traditional copyright policy: If a
rightsholder does not want his work licensed, then he should have that right.
That said, my hope is that I will be able to show that there is a strong business
case in favor of licensing.
A full opt-in voluntary licensing is not the only alternative to compulsory
52
licensing. In a report prepared for and published by the Canadian government,1
I suggested an opt-out system known in the many European countries, where it
has been in use for more than thirty years, as the "extended collective license."
This system, which seems fully compatible with the Berne Convention and the
TRIPS Agreement, would allow rightsholders to opt outof a P2P licensing system,
but the presumption, once certain procedural safeguards are in place and subject
to certain administrative requirements to ensure the manageability of the system,
is that all rightsholders, domestic and foreign, are in. This system is under
consideration in Canada and several other countries in Europe and Africa at the
present time.
Second, the suggestion that the proposition that P2P could be licensed or
otherwise legal is not revolutionary. In fact, P2P licensing is in step with
emerging international practice, at least for the download (private use) part. There
is indeed a tendency towards allowing private copying in exchange for a levy on
blank media, equipment, or both in many countries, including Canada and most
of Europe. Canada's Copyright Act makes private copying of music legal, 1 3 in
exchange for levies that generate substantial sums." 4 In its decision, the Canadian
Copyright Board indicated that copying music downloaded legally or illegally from
the Internet was covered by the exemption (and thus legal). 1us Uploading is not

TRIPS Agreement, supra note 101, at 305 (Protection of Performer, Producers of Phonograms
(sound recordings) and Broadcasting Organizations).
152

Daniel Gervais, Application ofan Extended Collective Licensing Regime in Canada:PrinciplesandIssues

Related to Implkmentation, DEPARTMENT OF CANADIAN HISTORY, availabk athttp://www.pch.gc.ca/
progs/ac-ca/progs/pda-cpb/pubs/regme/regme_ e.pdf.
153 Copyright Act, R.S.C., ch. C-42 § 27 (1985) (Can.).
"54Canada collected approximately CAN$28 million in 2002. See Canadian Private Copying
Collective, athttp://cpcc.ca/english/finHighlights.htm (last visited Feb. 24, 2004). That was before
the recent imposition of a levy on iPods and other portable devices (which will be assessed at
CAN$25 per device sold). Collections should increase very substantially in 2004, compared to 2002.
15 See TARIFF OF LEVIFS TO BE COL.ECTED BY CPCC IN 2003 AND 2004 ON THE SALE OF
BLANK AUDIO RECORDING MEDIA, IN CANADA, IN RESPECT OF THE REPRODUCTION FOR
PRIVATE USE OF MUSICAL WORKS EMBODIED IN SOUND RECORDINGS, OF PERFORMER'S
PERFORMANCES OF SUCH WORKS AND OF SOUND RECORDINGS IN WHICH SUCH WORKS AND

PERFORMANCES ARE EMBODIED 20 (COPYRIGHT BOARD OF CANADA) (2003), available at http://

www.cb-cda.gc.ca/decisions/c12122003-b.pdf ("The regime does not address the source of the
material copied. There is no requirement... that the source copy be a non-infringing copy. Hence,
it is not relevant whether the source of the track is a pre-owned recording, a borrowed CD, or a
track downloaded from the Internet."). Canada has not ratified the WIPO Copyright Treaty and has
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covered by private use exceptions, but finding a way to license uploading and to
compensate rightsholders is arguably consistent with the tendency just described.
IV. CONCLUSION

In this Article, I have attempted to show that music file-sharing (and sharing
in a broader sense) now forms part of the social norm among Internet users and
that efforts to stop it by using legal norms, such as the DMCA, are bound to fail.
Had the music industry harnessed the phenomenal power of Napster and its
centralized model, it could today be generating file-sharing revenue of $12.5
billion annually, more than compensating for any losses in CD sales. The industry
has now accepted that commercial download sites should be allowed to exist.
This Article has argued that it could go several steps farther, by embracing and
licensing file-sharing, either because the industry will not be able ultimately to stop
P2P file-sharing, or simply because it is good business. Such licensing could be
done by ISPs, copyright collectives, or technology companies, or a combination
of two or all three of these entities. Several business models have been suggested.
A common thread is the notion that the industry will need some usage data both
for its internal purposes (such as marketing or remuneration) and for external
purposes (distribution of license fees among rightsholders). The model proposed
is compatible with emerging international practice and applicable treaties.

no and-circumvention provisions. However, P2P acceptance numbers are not higher than in the
U.S.
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